Onomatopoeia Word Search

Onomatopoeia is a word which imitates the natural sounds of a thing. Find all the onomatopoeia words in the puzzle.

Word Bank

- Parp
- Tick
- Tock
- Thud
- Tock
- Boing
- Squelch
- Clonk
- Bang
- Crash
- Kapow
- Whoosh
- Bang
- Thwack
- Crunch
- Gobble
- Growl
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Vocabulary Match

_____ Snazzy
A. Confused or perplexed; fooled

_____ Determination
B. A light two-wheeled hooded vehicle with a seat for passengers behind the driver

_____ Vanish
C. A severe snowstorm

_____ Avalanche
D. Stylish and attractive

_____ Pandemonium
E. Not agitated; calm and self-controlled

_____ Blizzard
F. Wicked and cruel

_____ Approximately
G. A mass of snow, ice, and rocks falling rapidly down a mountainside

_____ Bamboozled
H. Enormous

_____ Unflustered
I. Furiously angry

_____ Trundle
J. Firmness of purpose; deciding something definitely and firmly

_____ Rickshaw
K. To produce a state of hypnosis; capture someone’s attention

_____ Hypnotize
L. Something is almost, but not completely, accurate or exact

_____ Gargantuan
M. An act of moving slowly or heavily

_____ Dastardly
N. Wild and noisy disorder or confusion

_____ Livid
O. To disappear suddenly and completely
Onomatopoeia Word Search

ANSWERS

Parp  Thud  Kapow  Clonk  Crunch
Tick   Boing  Whoosh  Bang   Gobble
Tock   Squelch Thwack  Crash  Growl

Word Bank

Parp  Thud  Kapow  Clonk  Crunch
Tick   Boing  Whoosh  Bang   Gobble
Tock   Squelch Thwack  Crash  Growl
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Vocabulary Match

ANSWERS

__D__ Snazzy
__J__ Determination
__O__ Vanish
__G__ Avalanche
__N__ Pandemonium
__C__ Blizzard
__L__ Approximately
__A__ Bamboozled
__E__ Unflustered
__M__ Trundle
__B__ Rickshaw
__K__ Hypnotize
__H__ Gargantuan
__F__ Dastardly
__I__ Livid

A. Confused or perplexed; fooled
B. A light two-wheeled hooded vehicle with a seat for passengers behind the driver
C. A severe snowstorm
D. Stylish and attractive
E. Not agitated; calm and self-controlled
F. Wicked and cruel
G. A mass of snow, ice, and rocks falling rapidly down a mountainside
H. Enormous
I. Furiously angry
J. Firmness of purpose; deciding something definitely and firmly
K. To produce a state of hypnosis; capture someone’s attention
L. Something is almost, but not completely, accurate or exact
M. An act of moving slowly or heavily
N. Wild and noisy disorder or confusion
O. To disappear suddenly and completely
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